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restricreu in severai ways:

• The currency issued by the national central bank can be pre-
scribed as a private unit of account;

• Contracts in foreign currencies can be prohibited by law or
discouraged through discriminatory contract enforcement in
the courts;
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inflation, but also by erratic, short-term moves of nominal exchange
rates andby large, medium-term swings ofreal exchange rates around

purchasing power parities (Figures 3 and 4). -Erratic, short-term
movements of exchange rates may not pose a greatproblem for inter-
national trade and capital movements, because exporters, importers,
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present jor unierent countries, nas suown triat tne meulum-term
swings of real exchange rates have been caused mainlyby diverging’
policies of monetary authorities controlling fiat paper currencies,
with aims strongly influenced by domestic policies (Bernholz 1982,
1984; Bernholz, Gartner, and Hen 1985), If this is true, then the
medium-term swings of real exchange rates are mainly welfare
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for the existence of broad segments ofthe Swiss export industries.
In this situation, the National Bank decided, in agreement with

the Federal Government, to change the course of its monetary poi-
icy. She announced on October 1, 1978, that she would influence
the franc exchange rate in a way that the rate of the D-mark would
stand sizably above 80 francs per 100 D-marks. In doing so, she
gave tip, for some time, the policy of a monetary target practiced



or is tar tess true ior uisereuonary niossetary regiiiies, evess wiiere

target rates are announced for monetarygrowth. Thus, whereas com-
modity standards encouraged stabilizing speculation in foreign
exchangemarkets, the opposite often happens in the present system.
The announcement of targets for monetary growth has proved to be
unreliable in all countries concerned and thus scarcely informed
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The Problem of an International Monetary Order in
Historical Perspective

My sketch of the condition of the international monetary system
stiggests that far-reaching institutional reforms are necessary to
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purcnassngpower parity D~an auaptation oi price levels, It iS ciear,

however, that a stable international monetary regime could only
evolve by such a process if the reforms in different countries would
introduce about the same basic characteristics into a stable monetary

constitution. This happened, in fact, in Argentina (1898), Austria
(1892), the Netherlands (1875), British India (1896), Russia (1896),
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defacing and misuse of which carried the death penalty.

The debasement of this currency began with the decline of the
Byzantine Empire. At the same time, economic development sped
up in Western Europe (in the second half of the 11th century) while
monetary disorders eroded the monetary system instituted by Char~
1._~.. LI.,..I fl --~-. /1fl~1 —— C~~O fl~C\ 1.J-1.



its stability in terms of other currencies (Table 1). The gold content
of the form was 3.54 g in 1252, when itwas first issued. It amounted
to 3.53 g in 1500 and never fell below 3.33 g between these dates.
Thus, in 250 years the gold content changed maximally by 6 percent.



derived from it as well as the seigniorage to be gained from interna-
tionally circulating stable gold or silver coins—motivated the intro-
duction of stable international monies. But this neither that all newly
issued coins remained stable permanently nor that a real interna-
tional monetary order emerged. That had to wait until later. As Pire-
nne (1951, p. 263) observed:



in the member states of the Latin Monetary Union, France, Italy,
Belgium, Switzerland, and Greece, which had been on a bimetallic
standard. Since gold became undervalued atthe official parity, silver
began to drive out gold coins. In 1874, a conference decided to
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silver standard. The United States adopted the gold standard in 1878
by returning to the pre—Civil War gold parity, though there were
efforts to get a bimetallic standard instead.

It is no exaggeration to assert that most contemporaries saw the
international gold standard during the 19th century as one of the
greataccomplishments ofcivilization (see, for example, Jevons 1900).



stake. . . A somewhat greater security against the abuse ofthe right
to issue money might perhaps be provided by one or the other
constitutional form. But this certainly does not amount to a big
difference.

Monetary Systems Created by International Treaties



which had conflicting interests, and to the danger of a discontinua-
tion. This was especially true for the German Conventions and the
Latin Monetary Union (see Bamberger 1885). In this respect, they
remind strongly of the Bretton Woods International Monetary
System.
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ways to estaoiisn internauonai monetary systems. r irst, some or au
countries but one could fix their exchange rates relative to one other
currency. This happened within the sterling bloc when several coun-
tries maintained the sterling parities of their currencies and held
sterling exchange reserves for the necessary interventions after Brit-
ain abolished the goldexchange standard in September 1931. Today,
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vvnicn international ivionetary ~ystem ~nou1a
Be Established?

Many economists are convinced permanent inflation can only be
eliminated if countries return to a monetary constitution that binds
the hands ofgovernment and central bank. But there is no agreement
among those economists on the nature of the monetary constitution



example, even if all countries introduced monetary constitutions
requiring the central banks to follow monetary growth rules, then
these rules might be different concerning the definition of the mone-
tary aggregate to be used, the growth rate, or the relevant base from
which to start. Or if the constitution required the stabilization of a
price index, countries might differ as to the goods to be included
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by a general treaty among governments. It seems naive to assume
that governments would move toward an adequate international
agreement because of the advice given by economic experts. As a
consequence, a somewhat different approach will be taken. This
approach does not try to describe or analyze the characteristics of a
I~~~ 1.. £-.~. ~-.1. .f,~ ~



agree on.
3. Everybody should have the right to keep his books and do his

accounting in any unit of account.
4. Everybody should have the right to pay taxes in any freely

convertible currency at the exchange rate valid at the date the
payment is made.



01 nistory. we nave seen tnat tne onty stanie woriuwiae internationat
monetary system, the gold standard, was notplanned. It seems to be
very difficult, if not impossible, therefore, to institute and maintain
a stable monetary system by international agreement. However, if
nations independently institute constitutional rules like those stated
above, then the conditions would be established for the emergence
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WORLDWIDE CURRENCY COMPETITION:
A GUARANTOR OF STABLE MONEY

Herbert Giersch



ingly important role played by international capital movements. The
globalization of capital markets surely had not been foreseen when
the Bretton Woods System was devised in 1944. Capital flows that
change direction or accelerate are bound to bring about changes in
real exchange rates and fluctuations in output. We have known this
since the Kevnes-Ohlin debate on the German renaration issue of



expensive, wnetner ny retative innation at nxea rates or oy an
upward revaluation of their currencies.

In this context, it is worth noting that the move to flexible exchange
rates that began at the end of the 1960s in West Germany was partly
motivated by the recognition that catching up had been achieved
and that itwas better forGermany to adjust by an upward revaluation



;;;~ti;~~i;i; money supply
is inflationary ignores the preference ofpeople to hold stable money.
It also ignores the need for suppliers of money to maintain people’s
confidence in the stability of its purchasing power, be it through
sound performance or contractual guarantees like convertibility into
ciim’ nthiar occ~tc nr anndc Th~hnn~ i~that nrivnfp pntprr~riczp,z



Une answer is tnat politicians and central bankers, ii~emembers
of the same trade since Adam Smith and before, are more in favor of
cartels than of competition. The EMS is such a cartel, under the
Bundesbank’s barometric price leadership and with a monetary
behavior of its members designed to maintain fixed exchange rates,
without fixing quantities of supply. The aspiration is merger; and if
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competition as a guarantor of stable money, In sum, there can be
stable money, but there cannot be stable real exchange rates. We can

only eliminate changes in real exchange rates caused by currency
substitution, that is, changes in the monetary rule.


